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Abstract 
Distillate fractions of Azerbaijan’s oil-gasoline, jet fuel and diesel were tested as a raw material for 
producing carbon nanotubes. Aerosol CVD technique was employed at atmospheric and low pres-
sures and ferrocene was used as a catalyst. It is shown that at atmospheric pressures carbon na-
notubes were formed only from a gasoline fraction. Lower pressure in the reactor during the syn-
thesis process leads to formation of carbon tubular structure from both petroleum fractions-gaso- 
line and jet fuel. Other modifications of carbon were grown at atmospheric pressure in a case used 
fraction jet fuel and diesel fraction. MWCNTs with diameters of 35 - 65 nm have been grown at 
lower pressure in the reactor using gasoline fraction. The diameter of the MWNTs grown at at-
mospheric pressure in the reactor was in the range of 80 - 215 nm and the length reached 6 mi-
crons after the purification process. 
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1. Introduction 
Carbon nanotubes are unique structures, which have wide range of application fields, starting from nano- 
electronics to heavy industry [1]-[6]. Application fields are choosen depending on physical and chemical pro- 
perties of carbon nanotubes (structural parameters, the number of walls, empty or filled with any nanoparticles, 
pure or contaminated with different metal impurities, etc.). For example, for medicine very pure CNTs with 
small diameters or single wall CNTs are needed, but for heavy industry application of CNTs there are no such 
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requirements, only advantages of mechanical and electromagnetic properties are important. Adding a small 
amount of the CNTs leads to improvement of the properties or eithercreates new properties of matrix materials 
such as cement, ceramics andpolymers [7]-[14]. In turn, the properties of carbon nanotubes and their cost highly 
dependoncarbon source and synthesis technology [15]. 

CNTs can be obtained by different methods; each having its own specificity, advantages and consequences. 
There are several synthesis methods: the method of arc-discharge [16]-[18]; the method of laser ablation [19] 
[20]; chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [21]-[26]. Physical methods allow the production of single- or multi- 
walled CNTs; presenting very few defects, but the selectivity (the presence of amorphous carbon and other sub-
stances) and productivity are often low. 

Aerosol-assisted CVD method is one of the last generation methods, which gives an opportunity synthesize of 
cost effective MWCNTs free from different impurities [27]. Moreover Aerosol-assisted CVD (A-CVD) equip-
ment system allows using many types of hydrocarbons and other liquid compounds, excluding high boiling [15]. 

Until now, many hydrocarbons have been used as carbon source. Although some of them are more suitable 
for obtaining high quality of end produced CNTs, they are very expensive, and it also directly affects the cost of 
production, and makes it expensive as well. In fact, in the world market the price of CNTs is $2 - $700 per gram 
depending on its quality and properties  
(http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/aldrich/773735?lang=en&region=AZ). 

There are only few works in scientific literature dedicated to the production of carbon nanomaterials using 
petroleum fractions—hydrocarbons as raw materials [28] [29].  

In our early studies we have used high pressure hydrothermal method for synthesizing Carbon coated magne-
tite (Fe3O4) nanowires by decomposition of ferrocene (Fe(C5H5)2) under solvothermal conditions using Azer-
baijan’s oil as additional carbon source [30].  

For the first time our research group together with Prof. Nakayama’s group from Osaka University, Japan 
have synthesized carbon nanotubes using byproduct of Azerbaijan’s oil as carbon source [31]. 

Present paper will report the first ever synthesis of Carbon nanotubes by new developed by us Aerosol CVD 
method using different fractions of Azerbaijan’s oil to identify the suitability of low cost and large-tonnage raw 
material in the production of CNTs. 

2. Experimental Details 
In the experiments on the synthesis of carbon nanotubes (CNT) by aerosol CVD, the following straight-run frac-
tions of Azerbaijan oil were used as a carbon source: 

1) Heavy gasoline fraction (C7-C11); 
2) Fraction of jet fuel (C9-C16); 
3) Diesel fraction (C14-C25). 
The synthesis processes were carried out both in atmospheric and lower (10 - 30 kPa) pressures at temperature 

of 930˚C. 
In all experiments ferrocene in concentration of 20 mg/ml of the solvent was used as a catalyst. Raw material 

with a dissolved catalyst was injected to the reaction zone as an aerosol using an ultrasonic apparatus. The reac-
tor consists of quartz tube of a length of one meter and an internal diameter of 33 mm. For uniform deposition of 
carbon material the electric furnace (35 cm of length) automatically moved with a velocity of 10 mm/min over 
the length of quarts reactor during the synthesis process. Deposited carbon materials have been studied using 
analytical scanning electron microscope (ASEM). 

Purification of synthesized carbon nanotubes was carried out by two known successive methods-by washing 
with solvents (cyclohexane, toluene), with simultaneous action of ultrasound and a half-hour burning at 420˚C in 
a muffle furnace in air atmosphere. 

3. Results 
In the case of the gasoline fraction at atmospheric pressure the formation of a tubular carbon structures with a 
diameter of 6.96 - 7.45 μm were observed in the reaction products (Figure 1(a)). 

However, it should be noted that under the same conditions, was not deposited any tubular carbon structures 
from fraction jet fuel and diesel fraction (Figure 1(b) and Figure 1(c)).  

The completely different pictures were observed when the pressure in the reactor is low during the synthesis  
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Figure 1. SEM images of Carbon structures obtained at atmospheric pressure in the reactor from: (a) gasoline fraction; (b) 
fraction jet fuel; (c) diesel fraction.                                                                                    
 
process comparing with atmospheric pressure therein. Thus, injecting of the gasoline fraction with the catalyst to 
the reaction furnace led to formation of carbon nanotubes with diameters of 35 - 65 nm (Figure 2(a)). 

Also, carbon nanotubes obtained from jet fuel fraction, with diameters of 211 - 473 nm were revealed by 
scanning electron microscopy (Figure 2(b)). 

The results in the case of the diesel fraction at low pressure in the reactor were similar to those in the atmos-
pheric pressure-tubular carbon structures were not formed (Figure 2(c)). 

Comparing the results in the case of the gasoline fraction at atmospheric and lower pressures, a large differ-
ence in diameter of the synthesized products attracts attention. At atmospheric pressure carbon product was ob-
tained in a form similar to carbon nanotubes, but the tube diameters about hundred times higher than the con-
ventional value of the upper limit (100 nm) for nano-materials, namely 6960 - 7450 nm (Figure 1(a)). Moreover, 
as can be seen from this micrograph, the synthesized carbon nanotubes had outgrowths and branches, which is 
not typical for pure carbon nanotubes. These facts have raised doubts about the purity of the obtained product 
and the experiments were conducted to purify the resulting product from possible impurities and stratifications. 
To do this, two successive methods were applied—purifying by solvents (cyclohexane—Figure 3(a) and tolu-
ene—Figure 3(b)) and burning in open air at 420˚C. 

As can be seen from Figure 3 toluene washes away tar impurities, staining with the reddish-brown color. 
Purification of the deposited material obtained from the gasoline fraction at atmospheric pressure (Figure 

4(a)) and reduced pressure (Figure 4(b)) allowed allocating carbon nanotubes with a diameter accordingly 80 - 
215 nm and 101 - 141 nm. 

4. Discussion  
Thus, the results of the investigation showed that when the gasoline fraction was used as raw material at the  
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Figure 2. SEM images of Carbon structures obtained at low pressure in the reactor from: (a) gasoline fraction; (b) fraction 
jet fuel; (c) diesel fraction.                                                                                                                               
 

  
(a)                                                         (b) 

Figure 3. Washing of CNTs with: (a) cyclohexane; (b) toluene.                                                                
 
temperature of 930˚C the carbon nanotubes formed independently from the pressure in the reactor (10 kPa - 101 
kPa). 

At the same temperature, but when using oil fractions of jet fuel, CNTs were formed only at low pressure in 
the reactor. And during the process involving diesel fraction tubular carbon structures were formed neither under 
atmospheric nor under reduced pressure. 

The obtained results demand a scientific explanation. However, given the insufficient development of the  
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Figure 4. SEM picture of the deposit obtained from the gasoline fraction at atmospheric pressure (a) and reduced pressure (b) 
after purification.                                                                                                  
 
theory of these processes and their kinetics and mechanisms, we can try to make just an assumption. 

According to the prevailing ideas today the required conditions for the formation of carbon nanotubes by our 
method of synthesis of “chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method” are the presence of nanosized clusters of 
metal catalysts (in this case iron), as well as the particles of non tubular carbon (graphite, carbon black, coke, 
etc.), which can dissolve in molten nanosize clusters of the catalyst, with further separation from it in the form 
of nanotubes. As a precursor of the catalyst, we used ferrocene, and the carbon precursor was a mixture of dif-
ferent hydrocarbons contained in the fraction of jet fuel. 

At temperature of 930˚C regardless of the pressure in the reactor (low vacuum or atmospheric) decomposition 
of ferrocene with the formation of nanoscale particles of iron catalyst is beyond doubt [32]. Much more difficult 
is the pyrolysis process of a mixture of hydrocarbons being a part to the fraction of jet fuel, which is carried out 
in several stages with the formation of multiple intermediates [33] [34]. 

Simultaneously reversible and irreversible reactions (cyclization, aromatization, polycondensation, circuit 
break, dehydrogenation, etc.) occur in serial and parallel schemes. 

The dehydrogenation reaction for the pyrolysis of hydrocarbons is of particular importance, because on one 
hand it goes along with the majority of intermediate reactions in the chain of conversions of saturated hydrocar-
bons into carbon, gradually increasing in molecules the ratio of carbon/hydrogen, and on the other-hand-being 
reversible for gas reactions in many cases-is subject to the principle of Le Chatelier [35]. 

For a discussed process this is critical, since the dehydrogenation reaction due to generated hydrogen flows 
with a substantial increase of the volume of the reaction mixture, and consequently, in accordance with Le Cha-
telier’s principle-reducing the pressure in the system will contribute to the shift of the equilibrium in the direc-
tion of increasing of the dehydrogenation product and formation of non tube carbon, which is then structured as 
carbon nanotube under the influence of the catalyst. 

Furthermore, the conduction of this process in vacuum may facilitate the rapid removal of the formed poly-
condensed resin and the hydrocarbon compounds from the reaction zone, which are not involved in subsequent 
transformations due to their thermal stability, but can block the nano-clusters of the catalyst, hindering their in-
teraction with carbon. Thus under the influence of vacuum the hydrocarbon substances, which not decomposed 
to carbon are withdrawn from the reaction zone as vapor, and the heavier solid carbon particles and molten cat-
alyst clusters freely react to form iron filled carbon nanotubes depositing on the reactor walls. In our opinion 
these circumstances it is possible to explain the beneficial effect of a partial vacuum in the formation of carbon 
nanotubes from a fraction of jet fuel. 

Also, there is a question on another fact detected in this study-why in the case of gasoline fraction, unlike the 
jet fuel fraction, the carbon nanotubes were formed not only in vacuum but also under atmospheric pressure? 
This result can be explained by the difference of the hydrocarbon composition of the two oil fractions. Gasoline 
fraction contains considerably lighter liquid hydrocarbons (C7-C11) than the jet fuel fraction (C9-C16) and pyroly-
sis of the gasoline fraction mostly forms (77% wt.) a mixture of gases (H2, C1-C4) and only about 5% wt. of 
heavy pyrolysis tar. Pyrolysis of the jet fuel fraction, in addition to reducing the gaseous products gives a sharp— 
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almost twice the increase in the yield of heavy tar—a thermostable polycyclic compound which, as noted above, 
may adversely affect the process of synthesis of carbon nanotubes.  

Among of the three oil fractions tested us as raw material for production of CNTs, most heavy hydrocarbons 
(C14-C25) included in the diesel fraction, and they are even more capable to resignification in the pyrolysis 
process in and blocking of the catalyst than the jet fuel fraction hydrocarbons (C9-C16). This may explain the ab-
sent of carbon nanotubes in the deposited end product involving the diesel fraction at atmospheric pressure or 
under partial vacuum. 

Thus, the formation of nanotubes from the gasoline fraction (in contrast to the jet fuel fraction) at atmospheric 
pressure lets us assume that this hydrocarbon composition could be more suitable as a raw material providing 
minimal formation of the heavy pyrolysis tar during synthesis. 

5. Conclusion 
The first ever multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) were synthesized from petroleum distillate fractions of 
Azerbaijan’s oil. It was shown that under atmospheric pressure MWCNT is formed only from the gasoline frac-
tions, while under partial vacuum the synthesis proceeds with the jet fuel fraction as well. At the same time the 
formation of carbon nanotubes was not observed when diesel fraction was used as a hydrocarbon raw material in 
the entire range of pressures. An attempt was made to explain the revealed principal differences in the activity of 
the individual distillate fractions of oil in the CNT synthesis based on the differences in their hydrocarbon com-
position, and the effect of pressure in the reaction zone on the principle of Le-Chatelier. 
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